
  
 

Year 13 Politics Students – reading, listening and viewing to keep you entertained and informed 

Please see the last page for details of an exciting competition! 

Books: 

Yuval Harari - 21 Lessons for the 21st Century – from the author of the superb history bestseller, 

“Sapiens”. This book looks at the present and the future. “There is surely no one alive who is better 

at explaining our world than Yuval Noah Harari - he is the lecturer we all wish we’d had at university. 

Reading this book, I must have interrupted my partner a hundred times to pass on fascinating things 

I’d just read.” Adam Kaye   

Owen Jones – “The Establishment” – “Behind our democracy lurks a powerful but unaccountable 

network of people who wield massive power and reap huge profits in the process.” Hardly impartial, 

but an interesting viewpoint. 

Tim Marshall – “Prisoners of Geography - Ten Maps That Tell You Everything You Need to Know 

About Global Politics” - "A fresh and original insight into the geopolitics behind today's foreign policy 

challenges" - Andrew Neil  

Steve Richards - The Prime Ministers – A landmark history of the men and women who have 

defined the UK's role in the modern world - and what makes them special - by a seasoned political 

journalist.  

Michael Lewis – “The Fifth Risk” – Michael Lewis, author of the Big Short and Moneyball, looks at 

events in the US after the election of Donald Trump. “Michael Lewis reveals the combustible cocktail 

of wilful ignorance and venality that is fuelling the destruction of a country's fabric.” 

Peter Frankopan – “The New Silk Roads” – a look at the interconnected world and the recent 

eastwards shift in power.  This very readable survey of the modern world is by the author of the 

excellent and unusual history bestseller, “The Silk Roads”. 

Tim Shipman – “All Out War” – “In All Out War, Tim Shipman has written a political history that 

reads like a thriller, exploring how and why David Cameron chose to take the biggest political gamble 

of his life, and why he lost.” 

Isabel Hardman – “Why We Get the Wrong Politicians” – In this searching examination of our 

political class, award-winning journalist Isabel Hardman investigates the strange and demanding 

world of Westminster, and asks why we end up with representatives we no longer trust - and how 

might faith be restored. 

Stuart Maconie – “The Nanny State Made Me: A Story of Britain and How to Save it”. The 6Music 

broadcaster tells Britain’s Welfare State story through his own history of growing up as a northern 

working-class boy. Very entertaining, especially as an audiobook. 

   



  
 

Film:  

Netflix – “The Great Hack” – an examination of the Cambridge Analytica scandal – the undermining 

of democracy by Big Data. 

Netflix – “13th” – a prizewinning documentary looking at the apparent continuation of slavery by the 

US criminal justice system’s treatment of African-Americans.  

Youtube – “Rich Hall's Presidential Grudge Match” (BBC). An irreverent history of the presidency. 

Channel4.com – “Brexit: The Uncivil War” - Starring Benedict Cumberbatch, a compelling drama 

about one of the most controversial referendums in modern British history.  

Channel4.com – “The Invention of Boris Johnson” - This documentary sifts through Boris Johnson's 

archive interviews and newspaper columns to build a compelling picture of the man and his track 

record, largely in his own words. 

Amazon Prime – “The West Wing” – a classic US drama about a Democrat presidency. it is fiction, 

but it is very good in its depiction of the American poitical system. It is also brilliantly written and 

acted.   

Twitter: 
UK PM: @Number10gov 
US president: @POTUS 
Or: @realDonaldTrump 
Commons Library: @commonslibrary 
Guardian Politics: @Gdnpolitics 
UCL Constitution unit: @ConUnit_UCL 
Politico: @politico 
The Atlantic: @The Atlantic 
New York Times politics: @NYTpolitics 
 
Podcasts through itunes or other similar platforms: 
 

 New Statesman 

 The Spectator Podcast 

 Fivethirtyeight 

 Guardian politics weekly 

 Week in Westminster (BBC) 

 Pienaar’s Politics (BBC) 

 Political Thinking with Nick Robinson 

 Pod Save America 

 The Political Party 

 The Red Box Political Podcast (Times) 

 The Daily (New York Times) 

 Reasons to be Cheerful with Ed Miliband 

 The Bugle – weekly comedy (usually) aimed at politics/current affairs 
  



  
 

Politics essay competition – East Sussex A level Politics Network 

Format: Students are invited to research, write up and submit one essay for eventual publication on 

colleges’ websites. Students may not ask their teachers for detailed feedback prior to submission. 

One entry per student. Each participating college will select the best essay in each category to go 

forward to the short list for the prizes for the network.  The deadline is 12 noon on Monday 1st June 

2020. As we are living in very unusual circumstances, out network has agreed that this competition 

should also be open to the year 13 students who have recently left local schools. Please write “Year 

13”, your name and the essay title on your essay and email it to me before the deadline, if you 

would like to participate.  

There are two categories as follows: 

Category A – UK Politics & Ideologies 

Category B – Global or USA 

Prizes: 

Network (overall) winners in each category: 1st place £50; 2nd place £30 

Winner from each centre in each category: £20 

Brief: 

1. Students to research their essay using sources from among print and online media as well as 

academic sources. Maximum length: 2000 words. 

2. Students should argue a stance, including an introduction and a conclusion. 

3. Students should base their argument on facts, events, developments and other commentaries 

For transparency, weighted points are allocated as follows: 

Clarity and quality of communication and coherence – 40% 

Knowledge, understanding and evaluation of issues at play – 40 % 

Use of sources (make sure that you reference material) – 20%  

Essay Questions: 

Category A (UK Politics & government plus ideologies) 

- “The 2019 general election has changed the dynamics of British Politics for many years ahead.” To 

what extent do you agree? 

- “The United Kingdom is likely to break up into its constituent parts. To what extent do you agree?” 

- “The Conservative Party is now a One Nation outfit with Brexit put into the mix.” To what extent do 

you agree? 

- “The Labour Party has been too far to the left to win a general election since 2015. To what extent 

do you agree?” 

- To what extent has Brexit dominated UK Politics since 2014? 



  
 

Category B (Global or USA) 

- “The USA has never been as divided as now since the end of the Cold War.” To what extent do you 

agree? 

- “The Trump Presidency threatens the foundation of American democracy.” To what extent do you 

agree? 

- To what extent is US democracy "dysfunctional" and "tribal"? 

- “The future of the planet depends on deepening international co-operation.” To what extent do 

you agree? 

- “Globalization is a force for good.” To what extent do you agree? 


